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Dead bacterial absorption of antimicrobial
peptides underlies collective tolerance

Fan Wu and Cheemeng Tan

Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of California Davis, Davis, CA 95616, USA

FW, 0000-0002-8284-4631; CT, 0000-0003-1049-1192

The collective tolerance towards antimicrobial peptides (APs) is thought to

occur primarily through mechanisms associated with live bacterial cells.

In contrast to the focus on live cells, we discover that the LL37 antimicrobial

peptide kills a subpopulation of Escherichia coli, forming dead cells that

absorb the remaining LL37 from the environment. Combining mathematical

modelling with population and single-cell experiments, we show that

bacteria absorb LL37 at a timing that coincides with the permeabilization

of their cytoplasmic membranes. Furthermore, we show that one bacterial

strain can absorb LL37 and protect another strain from killing by LL37.

Finally, we demonstrate that the absorption of LL37 by dead bacteria can

be reduced using a peptide adjuvant. In contrast to the known collective

tolerance mechanisms, we show that the absorption of APs by dead bacteria

is a dynamic process that leads to emergent population behaviour.
1. Introduction
Antimicrobial peptides (APs) are short amino acid chains that counter bacterial

pathogens in host innate immune systems [1,2] and that are being developed as

new sources of antibacterial agents [3,4]. Unlike classical antibiotics, APs exhibit

a unique mode of action towards bacteria. For instance, after the initial contact

with bacterial membranes driven by the cationic property of APs, the insertion

of APs into lipid bilayers leads to membrane permeabilization and cell death

[5,6]. Previous studies have also shown that some APs can target DNA [7,8]

and intracellular proteins [9,10]. The studies on the interactions between APs

and bacteria have led to the discovery of tolerance mechanisms such as modi-

fication of bacterial surface charge [11–15] and surface shielding [16–18].

However, beyond the direct interaction between APs and bacterial targets,

APs can be tolerated by certain bacterial species through collective mechanisms.

The collective tolerance mechanisms are relatively well studied for classical

antibiotics [19,20] when compared with antimicrobial peptides, and their impli-

cations for antibiotic treatment are well demonstrated in the literature [21–24].

For antimicrobial peptides, bacteria may exhibit collective tolerance through

mechanisms such as membrane-displayed proteases that degrade APs

[25–27] and secreted molecules including lipids, vesicles and proteins that

sequestrate APs [16–18,28]. The sequestration mechanism occurs due to electro-

static interactions between cationic APs and negatively charged molecules or

surfaces [28–32].

To understand collective tolerance caused by the sequestration mechanism, it

is necessary to first track the localization and distribution of APs in a bacterial

population. However, previous results have been contradictory because the

minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of APs is at least 100 times higher

than the amount necessary to kill a single bacterium, suggesting an unknown

sequestration source. Through fluorescence spectroscopy of the AP PMAP-23,

it was found that bacteria are killed when the AP molecules saturate the total sur-

face area of bacterial membranes with 106–107 peptides per cell [33]. In contrast,

another study has shown that the MIC of AP Pexiganan requires approximately

109 peptides per cell [34], which is much higher than the necessary amount of AP

to saturate the surface area of a single bacterium [34,35]. In addition, if the
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membrane of live cells is the only sequestration source of

APs, the MIC of bacteria must increase linearly with the

inoculum size. This expectation has also been proven

wrong in the literature [34]. What is the hidden factor

that contributes significantly to the sequestration of APs in

a bacterial population that does not exhibit any of the

known tolerance mechanisms (i.e. lipid shedding and

protease display)? Answers to this question may lead to a

new explanation of collective tolerance dynamics during

AP treatment.

Instead of focusing on live bacterial cells following

current thoughts in the field, we find that dead bacterial

cells can serve as a major sequestration source of an AP.

We discover that a human-derived AP LL37 permeabilizes

cytoplasmic membranes of a subpopulation of bacteria

(Escherichia coli), which then absorbs LL37 from the environ-

ment. The sequestration of LL37 by permeabilized bacteria

forms a negative feedback response to LL37 treatment, gener-

ating emergent collective tolerance dynamics that cannot be

predicted without the AP-absorption mechanism. Specifi-

cally, we track the dynamics of LL37 in bacterial

populations using both single-cell and population measure-

ments based on previous work [36,37]. We first rule out

known AP-tolerance mechanisms in our model system,

including the modification of bacterial surface charge

[11–15], the inactivation of APs by surface shielding

[16–18] and the cleavage of LL37 [25–27]. Next, we show

that free LL37 in the bacterial culture is absorbed by dead

bacterial cells, which allows a subpopulation of E. coli to

grow and repopulate the culture. We also present single-cell

data and perturbation experiments that confirm the AP-

absorption mechanism. Furthermore, we demonstrate that

the AP-absorption leads to emergent cross-bacterial strain

protection against LL37. To illustrate the importance of

understanding the AP-absorption mechanism, we show that

a peptide adjuvant can be supplemented to reduce the

absorption of APs. Our work expands the understanding of

collective bacterial tolerance towards APs, and it may be

considered in a new design of AP treatment that enhances

the efficacy of APs.
2. Results
2.1. Bacterial population recovers from initial killing by

LL37 through a non-heritable mechanism
To establish the experimental conditions for our study, we

first investigate real-time growth dynamics of E. coli under

LL37 treatment. The E. coli BL21PRO strain expresses lux
genes (BP-lux), leading to luminescence that is tracked as a

surrogate of bacterial viability using a plate reader [38].

Luminescence intensity is widely used to report bacterial

metabolic state under antimicrobial treatment because it exhi-

bits higher sensitivity and larger dynamic range than optical

density [38–40]. For this experiment, we initiate cultures

using the M9 medium with approximately 103–104

CFU ml21 of bacteria (see pre-growth protocol 1 in Methods

(§4.1)) and measure their growth dynamics in a 96-well

plate supplemented with twofold dilutions of LL37 using a

plate reader for at least 14 h (see Methods (§4.2)). In typical

antibiotic tests using batch cultures, bacteria will either

grow or be inhibited by the antibiotic for at least 24 h
before the emergence of resistant mutants [41]. Instead, for

LL37, we find that bacterial populations are inhibited (decline

in luminescence intensity) by LL37 at 6.75 mg ml21 (figure 1a,

black dashed line) in the first 7–8 h, after which they re-grow

at the same rate as the untreated bacteria (figure 1a, black

solid line). The recovery dynamic does not occur with LL37

at 13.5 mg ml21 within the duration of the experiment

(figure 1a, grey line).

Based on the results, we define MIC in this study as the

concentration of APs where no bacterial growth is observed

within the entire duration of the experiment. In contrast,

the concentration of APs that allows bacterial recovery is con-

sidered as sub-MIC. We validate the mode of actions of LL37

using phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure and propidium

iodide (PI) staining, which have been used as markers for

bactericidal antibiotics [42], and cell permeabilization and

death [43] in previous studies (electronic supplementary

material, figure S1). Unless otherwise noted, we use the inter-

mediate concentrations (i.e. sub-MIC) of LL37 that allow

bacterial recovery to reveal the unknown collective tolerance

mechanism. The use of sub-MIC instead of MIC is well

accepted in the study of tolerance mechanisms [41,44,45].

Bacterial growth dynamics are observable and sensitive to

the APs at sub-MIC, increasing the feasibility of detecting

any tolerance mechanisms. Despite the use of sub-MIC for

our study, the revealed collective tolerance mechanisms will

occur at AP concentrations above MIC and potentially

reduce the efficacy of the AP.

To approach the unknown tolerance mechanism, we first

consider whether some cells may escape the binding of LL37

stochastically owing to under-coverage of the AP molecules

to bacterial membranes, which may contribute to the bac-

terial recovery. Specifically, if the amount of LL37 is not

sufficient to cover the membrane areas, we expect to see an

increase in the average amount of LL37 bound to bacterial

membranes with a higher dose of LL37. Our flow cytometry

results counteract this argument. To track LL37, we use

rhodamine-labelled LL37 (Rh-LL37) that demonstrates anti-

microbial activity and generates similar recovery dynamics

of bacteria to unmodified LL37 (electronic supplementary

material, figure S2a) to treat wild-type E. coli BL21PRO

(WT-BP). Since the conjugation of rhodamine to LL37 reduces

its antimicrobial activity, we use Rh-LL37 at 54 mg ml21 (no

recovery) and 27 mg ml21 (with recovery), which lead to

similar dynamics to unmodified LL37 at 13.5 mg ml21 and

6.75 mg ml21, respectively. Because the results from Rh-

LL37 experiments are interpreted by comparing with

negative controls, the specific concentrations we used do

not impact the main conclusions of the experiments. We

find that the initial distributions of rhodamine intensity in

bacterial populations do not show any difference between

Rh-LL37 treatments at the two concentrations (electronic

supplementary material, figure S2c). The result implies that

the average amount of Rh-LL37 bound to bacterial mem-

branes remains the same for the Rh-LL37 treatments. The

counteracting evidence between the bacterial recovery and

over-coverage of LL37 molecules to the bacterial membrane

(for the calculation, see the electronic supplementary

material, text S2) prompts us to investigate if there are any

mechanisms that significantly reduce the effective amount

of LL37 and govern the population dynamics of bacteria.

We next attempt to rule out a few canonical resistance

mechanisms before investigating collective tolerance
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mechanisms. We first determine whether the bacterial

tolerance to LL37 is heritable. Specifically, we examine

whether mutations may occur in our experiments and lead

to the recovery of the bacterial population. We collect

bacteria (BP-lux) that recovered from LL37 treatment at

6.75 mg ml21 and passage them using fresh M9 medium

supplemented with LL37. The passaged bacteria exhibit the

same dynamics as the original bacterial populations

(figure 1b): the passaged bacteria recover after a period of

inhibition with 6.75 mg ml21 LL37, but no recovery with

13.5 mg ml21 LL37. In addition, real-time supplementation

of LL37 during the recovery phase still inhibits the bacterial

growth (electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

The results indicate that the bacterial recovery is not due

to random bacterial mutations or heritable resistance

towards LL37.
2.2. The non-heritable mechanism is not due to
degradation of LL37

Next, we investigate if the bacterial recovery is due to natural

degradation of LL37 (figure 1c, A). In subsequent exper-

iments, we use His-tagged LL37 (His-LL37) as a surrogate

for LL37 to allow quantification of the peptide. Because

His-LL37 is exposed directly to the possible degrading

agents in our experiments, it does not have to exhibit the

same antimicrobial activity as LL37. We first add His-LL37

to medium and incubate it at 378C for 5 h or overnight

(figure 1d, right). We next compare the relative amount of

His-LL37 incubated for 5 h, overnight and a positive control

(fresh His-LL37 at identical concentration) using western

blotting to assess its degradation. If His-LL37 is naturally

degraded, we would expect a reduced intensity of the band
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for 5 h or overnight treatment compared with the positive

control. Western blotting does not show any difference

between the band intensities of the 5 h sample, overnight

sample and the positive control (figure 1e-III and electronic

supplementary material, figure S4a). The result implies that

the amount of His-LL37 is not reduced after either 5 h or

overnight incubation in the medium. We note that the wes-

tern blotting is capable of distinguishing at least a 10-fold

decrease in the relative amount of His-LL37 (figure 1e-V

and electronic supplementary material, figure S4a). Further-

more, since the results for His-LL37 degradation tests are

compared with designed controls, the main conclusions

are not affected by the specific concentration of His-LL37

we choose. We further rule out the self-degradation of

LL37 in our system by showing that pre-exposure of unmodi-

fied LL37 in the medium does not diminish its activity

(electronic supplementary material text S3 and figure S5).

LL37 may be degraded by cytoplasmic contents released

from permeabilized bacteria (figure 1c, B). To test this

hypothesis, we use western blotting to investigate if cyto-

plasmic contents degrade His-LL37. To collect cytoplasmic

contents, we treat WT-BP with LL37 at 13.5 mg ml21 to per-

meabilize bacterial membranes as previously described

(figure 1a). We then extract spent medium from permeabi-

lized bacteria by centrifugation. The cytoplasmic contents in

the spent medium directly mimic the molecular concentration

and composition in the extracellular environment of a bac-

terial culture that has undergone LL37 treatment. The spent

medium is then supplemented with His-LL37 at 378C for

5 h or overnight (figure 1d, left). We next use western blotting

again to assess its degradation. We find no difference

between the band intensities of the 5 h sample, overnight

sample and the positive control (figure 1e-I and electronic

supplementary material, figure S4a). The result implies

that His-LL37 is not degraded after either 5 h or overnight

incubation in the spent medium. We repeat this experi-

ment using whole cell extract (WCE) from E. coli BL21PRO

instead of spent medium from permeabilized E. coli. Again,

we find no degradation of His-LL37 by the WCE (electronic

supplementary material, figure S4b). To further explore the

degradation of LL37 by cytoplasmic contents, we assess

the antimicrobial activity of Rh-LL37 after incubation

with the spent medium from permeabilized E. coli using a

microscope (electronic supplementary material, S4 and

figure S6a). We find that Rh-LL37 still retains its activity

after pre-exposure of 5 h to spent medium from permeabi-

lized bacteria (electronic supplementary material, figure

S6c). Therefore, our results suggest that the cytoplasmic

contents released from permeabilized bacteria do not

degrade LL37.

LL37 may also be degraded or sequestered by secreted

molecules from live bacteria (figure 1c, C). Here, we collect

spent medium from WT-BP without LL37 treatment, which

contains secreted molecules from bacteria. We supplement

the spent medium with His-LL37 and compare its relative

concentration after either 5 h or overnight incubation with a

positive control using western blotting. Again, we observe

no difference between the band intensities of the 5 h

sample, overnight sample and the positive control

(figure 1e-II; electronic supplementary material, figure S4a),

which implies that the amount of His-LL37 is not decreased

by the spent medium. Next, we explore the antimicrobial

activity of Rh-LL37 after incubation with the spent medium
from untreated E. coli using a microscope (electronic supple-

mentary material, figure S6a). We find that the incubated

Rh-LL37 co-localizes with fresh bacterial cells, indicating

that the spent medium from untreated bacterial culture

does not diminish the antimicrobial activity of Rh-LL37

(electronic supplementary material, figure S6b). Our results

suggest that degradation of LL37 by secreted molecules of

bacteria does not occur in our experiments.
2.3. LL37 is absorbed by permeabilized bacteria
The above results have ruled out the loss of LL37 activity by

either active or passive degradation. To shed light on the

unknown mechanism that leads to bacterial recovery, we

track the dynamics of Rh-LL37 at the single bacterium

level. E. coli BL21AI expresses green fluorescent proteins

(BA-GFP), which are leaked outside of bacteria when their

cytoplasmic membranes are permeabilized [36] (figure 2a).

The leakage of intracellular GFP has been used as an indi-

cator of bacterial cell death [46]. The bacteria are incubated

in a culture chamber at room temperature for 30 min to

allow their adhesion to the bottom surface of the chamber,

and then supplemented with Rh-LL37 at 54 mg ml21.

Thirty-five minutes after supplementation, all bacterial cells

show strong GFP signals, suggesting bacterial cells are not

permeabilized yet. At 45 min, some bacterial cells exhibit

strong Rh-LL37 signals, indicating co-localization of the AP

with bacterial cells. Ten minutes later, most bacteria exhibit

strong Rh-LL37 signals (figure 2a). Quantification of the

GFP and Rh-LL37 dynamics shows that accumulation of

Rh-LL37 co-localized with bacteria coincides with the loss

of cytoplasmic GFP (figure 2b and electronic supplementary

material, figure S7). We observe that the rhodamine intensity

does not show measurable fluctuations before the drop of

GFP intensity, suggesting that any binding events of

Rh-LL37 (e.g. binding to the outer membrane and periplas-

mic space [36]) before cytoplasmic membrane leakage may

be below the detectable limit of our wide-field microscopy.

Furthermore, the accumulation of Rh-LL37 in bacterial cells

is not due to the intercalation of rhodamine dye into DNA

(electronic supplementary material, text S1 and figure S8)

[47]. Moreover, the half-time of fluorescence signal fluctu-

ations from bacterial cells shows a positive correlation

between GFP and Rh-LL37 (with a Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient (r) of 0.974; figure 2c). Next, we separate dead bacteria

treated with Rh-LL37 and culture medium through centrifu-

gation. We find that the activity of Rh-LL37 remaining in the

medium is significantly reduced (electronic supplementary

material, text S5 and figure S9). Altogether, the observed

LL37 accumulation inside bacteria and loss of activity in

spent medium suggest that LL37 permeabilizes and kills a

subpopulation of bacteria, which then absorbs LL37 from

the environment, leading to the regrowth of the living

bacteria.

To link our observations from single-cell measurements to

population dynamics, we perform flow cytometry to track

the fates of E. coli BL21PRO expressing GFP (BP-GFP)

under Rh-LL37 treatment. Specifically, approximately

103 CFU ml21 of BP-GFP (see pre-growth protocol 2 in

Methods (§4.1)) is treated with Rh-LL37 at 27 mg ml21 for

several durations and subjected to flow cytometry. We set

one threshold for GFP intensity based on the negative con-

trols (WT-BP) that do not express GFP (figure 3a, and
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electronic supplementary material, figure S10, for negative

control). For rhodamine intensity, we first set one threshold

to separate the negative control (Rh2; electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S10, for negative control) and Rh-LL37

associated subpopulations (Rhþ). We find that the majority

(approx. 97%) of the bacterial cells have high GFP and Rhþ
after 5 min of treatment. After 30 min of treatment, another

subpopulation emerges at higher rhodamine intensity

(figure 3a). We set another threshold for rhodamine intensity

based on the emergent subpopulation (Rhþþ). At 60 and 180

min, the majority of bacterial cells (approx. 99% for both time

points) have shifted to Rhþþ. The results suggest a dynamic

transition of bacterial cell states during Rh-LL37 treatment

(i.e. Rh negative! A! B and C from figure 3a). The

majority of cells (Rhþþ) are dead after 180 min because,

after Rh-LL37 accumulates in the bacterial cells, we do not

observe any cell division or growth using single-cell
microscopy. We notice that high rhodamine intensity may

cause unspecific GFP signals (high GFP signals in figure 3a
at late time points) in our flow cytometry measurements

(electronic supplementary material, figure S11a).

To better measure the subcellular localization of LL37, we

treat E. coli BP-GFP with Rh-LL37 for 30 min as described

above (figure 3a) and sort three subpopulations: high GFP,

Rhþ (A in figure 3a), high GFP, Rhþþ (B in figure 3a) and

low GFP, Rhþþ (C in figure 3a). The sorted samples are sub-

jected to high-resolution structured illumination microscopy

(SIM) to identify the localization of Rh-LL37 molecules. We

find that Rh-LL37 molecules accumulate at the perimeter of

bacterial cells for the Rhþ subpopulation (A and figure 3b,

top), indicated by the high Rh intensities on bacterial mem-

branes. When the bacterial cells progress to Rhþþ
subpopulations (B and C), Rh-LL37 molecules co-localize

within the intracellular space of the bacteria (figure 3b,
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terial populations are sorted to collect subpopulations under Rh-LL37 treatment (A, B, and C from figure 3a). SIM images (left) and intensity heat maps (right) show
that the Rh-LL37þ population (A) has Rh-LL37 co-localized at the perimeter of the cell membrane, whereas the Rh-LL37þþ population (B and C) has Rh-LL37 co-
localized in the intracellular space of the bacteria. See electronic supplementary material, figure S20, for more SIM images. Scale bar represents 2 mm. See also electronic
supplementary material, method S17. (c) Proposed model for the transition of bacterial states under Rh-LL37 treatment. We propose three bacterial states to explain the
population dynamics: growing population, binding population (A from figure 3a) and absorbing population (B and C from figure 3a). Kinetics of the transitions
between states are governed by three reaction rate constants (k1f, k1r and k2f ). The depletion rate of Rh-LL37 from the medium by the absorbing population is governed
by kab. Intrinsic bacterial growth has a rate constant of kg. See equation (4.1) and Methods (§4.3). (Online version in colour.)
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middle and bottom), indicated by the high Rh intensities in

the cytoplasm. Furthermore, we note that the bacterial popu-

lation treated with Rh-LL37 at the MIC demonstrates a

similar bacterial state transition (i.e. the transition from

Rh2, Rhþ to Rhþþ) to the one treated at sub-MIC, implying

that the AP absorption occurs at concentrations of LL37

above MIC (electronic supplementary material, figure S11b).

According to the observations, we propose a phenomen-

ological model to describe the sequence of events during Rh-

LL37 treatment (figure 3c). Specifically, we define three states

of bacteria in our model: growing (Rh2), binding (Rhþ, A)

and absorbing (Rhþþ, B, and C) states. First, free Rh-LL37

molecules bind to bacterial cells and transfer them from the

‘growing’ to the ‘binding’ state. We assume that the cells

can recover at a certain rate from the ‘binding’ to the ‘grow-

ing’ state owing to dissociation of bound Rh-LL37. The

assumption is used to formulate our mathematical model

(see Methods (§4.3)). Meanwhile, bound Rh-LL37 can further

progress towards permeabilizing bacterial membranes

(transition from ‘binding’ to ‘absorbing’ state). This event
corresponds to the leakage of intracellular contents (reported

by GFP; figure 2b), as well as the absorption of free Rh-LL37

molecules (figures 2b and 3a). Next, we build a mathematical

model to quantitatively explore the proposed model (see

Methods (§4.3)). Specifically, the progression of sequential

events is governed by several reaction rate constants: kg for

growth rate, k1f and k1r for forward and reverse transitions,

respectively, between ‘growing’ and ‘binding’ states, k2f for

transition from the ‘binding’ to the ‘absorbing’ state, and

kab for the AP absorbing rate (figure 3c). We estimate the

parameters in our model by fitting to three biological

replicates of the flow cytometry experiments (electronic

supplementary material, figure S12, and Methods (§4.3)

for details). The mathematical model is then extended to

provide insights for population and collective tolerance

dynamics of bacteria by assuming bacteria will undergo a

similar transition of states during treatment by unmodified

LL37. The model successfully captures the recovery of

the bacterial population under AP treatments (electronic

supplementary material, figure S21).
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2.4. AP absorption by dead bacteria is perturbed by the
presence of another bacterial strain and reduced by
a peptide adjuvant

Depending on the membrane surface charge, lipid compo-

sition, intracellular composition and other factors [48,49],

bacterial strains and species may display different kinetics

of state transitions (k1f, k1r, k2f from figure 3c) and AP absorp-

tion (kab, from figure 3c, and Kab, which is the half-maximal

constant for absorption). Therefore, the growth dynamics of

one bacterial strain may be perturbed by the presence of the

second strain during LL37 treatment (A in figure 4a). To

start, we first estimate the kinetic parameters of bacterial

state transitions and AP absorption for the E. coli MG1655

strain that expresses GFP (MG-GFP) following the same pro-

tocol as BP-GFP (see electronic supplementary material, S16,

and Methods (§4.3) for details). We estimate that MG-GFP

demonstrates faster growth rate (larger kg), as well as faster

recovery from the ‘binding’ to the ‘growing’ state (larger

k1r), than BL21PRO (electronic supplementary material,

figure S12b). Furthermore, MG-GFP also has a faster permea-

bilization rate and absorption rate for Rh-LL37 (larger k2f and

kab; electronic supplementary material, figure S12b). The

faster permeabilization and absorption rates of MG-GFP

should lead to an earlier emergence of the recovered sub-

population than BP-GFP, which is demonstrated in our

flow cytometry results (electronic supplementary material,

figure S13). The E. coli MG1655 strain has different cell

wall and outer membrane compositions than the BL21PRO

strain, which may lead to the difference in the kinetic

parameters. Furthermore, we show that cytoplasmic or

secreted contents from MG1655 do not degrade Rh-LL37

(electronic supplementary material, text S4 and figure S14).

Based on the difference in the kinetics, we hypothesize

that the recovery of BL21PRO can be accelerated to an early

time in the presence of MG1655, which has a faster absorp-

tion rate (A in figure 4a). We first expand the mathematical

model (equation (4.1)) to include MG1655 (electronic sup-

plementary material, equation (S1)) with the estimated

kinetic parameters (electronic supplementary material,

table S1). In the model, two strains compete for common

resources (see electronic supplementary material, method

S14, for model expansion). Indeed, with the same total bac-

terial densities, our simulation shows that the recovery time

of BL21PRO during LL37 treatment is accelerated by the pres-

ence of MG1655 (dashed line in figure 4d and electronic

supplementary material, figure S22a) due to fast depletion

of free LL37 molecules (electronic supplementary material,

figure S22b). To test our hypothesis, we mix BP-lux and

wild-type MG1655 (WT-MG) with various CFU ratios

and track the recovery of BP-lux under LL37 treatment at

6.75 mg ml21 using a plate reader. To better quantify the

recovery time of BP-lux, we define a metric named thalf-max,

where the population is recovered to half of its growth

capacity after initial inhibition by an AP (figure 4b). We

find that, for all ratios of the two strains (BP : MG ¼ 100 : 1,

50 : 1, 25 : 1), the recovery of BP-lux is accelerated by approxi-

mately 2–3 h (figure 4c,d ). Furthermore, the total initial cell

density of all mixtures is tightly controlled to be identical

(approx. 103 CFU ml21; see pre-growth protocol 2 in Methods

(§4.1)), so that our observations are not affected by initial

bacterial densities. The results corroborate that the AP
absorption forms a feedback response to the AP, which

generates emergent collective tolerance dynamics.

For an AP and a bacterial strain that exhibit AP

absorption, we speculate that a peptide can compete with

the absorption of the AP and delay the depletion of free AP

molecules. We choose a peptide adjuvant that exhibits

amphipathicity based on previous work [50]. Consistent

with our expectation, we find that the peptide adjuvant at

13.5 mg ml21 delays recovery time of BP-lux (see pre-

growth protocol 1 in Methods (§4.1)) by approximately 2 h

compared with the culture under only LL37 treatment

(figure 4e). We note that the peptide adjuvant alone does

not inhibit bacterial growth at the tested concentrations (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S16a). However, the

peptide adjuvant displays a concentration-dependent effect.

That is, it delays bacterial recovery at high concentration

(13.5 mg ml21) but accelerates it at low concentration

(3.4 mg ml21) (figure 4e,f ). Flow cytometry results show that

the peptide adjuvant at 13.5 mg ml21 delays the transition

from the ‘binding’ to the ‘absorbing’ state (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S16b). However, we find that

the supplementation of the peptide adjuvant barely affects

the distribution of the ‘binding’ population after 5 min of

AP treatment, implying that the initial binding of AP to

bacterial membranes dominates over the binding of the pep-

tide adjuvant to bacterial membranes at early time points

(electronic supplementary material, figure S16b).

We next expand the mathematical model (equation (4.1))

to provide some insights into the effects of the peptide

adjuvant (electronic supplementary material, equation (S2)).

Based on the experimental results, we assume that the

peptide adjuvant can competitively bind to both bacterial

membranes and intracellular absorbing sites against the AP.

Since the initial binding of the AP to the membranes is a

faster event than that of the peptide adjuvant, we assume

that the ‘growing’ to ‘binding’ transition is not significantly

affected by the peptide adjuvant (electronic supplementary

material, figure S23a). Furthermore, we assume that the pep-

tide adjuvant delays the ‘binding’ to ‘absorbing’ transition

(electronic supplementary material, figure S23a). We also

assume that the boost of the ‘binding’ to ‘growing’ transition

is possibly due to the strong affinity of the peptide adjuvant

to bacterial membrane. Our model demonstrates that the con-

centration dependency of the peptide adjuvant may arise

from its stronger modulation of the AP absorption rate at

higher peptide concentrations (electronic supplementary

material, figure S23b). Indeed, the simulation results agree

with our experiments (dashed line in figure 4f, and electronic

supplementary material, method S14, for model expansion).

The results suggest that peptide adjuvants may be sup-

plemented to APs to reduce or abolish AP absorption.
3. Discussion
Through a series of deductive experiments, we discover a

bacterial collective tolerance mechanism towards an AP, in

which LL37 permeabilizes and kills a subpopulation of

E. coli, which then absorbs the LL37 from the environment,

leading to regrowth of living bacteria. The collective tolerance

can only occur at the population level because the permeabi-

lized and dead bacteria, in turn, absorb LL37, enhancing the

escape of other bacteria in the same population. We rule out
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Figure 4. LL37 absorption by dead cells leads to cross-bacterial strain protection and can be reduced by a peptide adjuvant. (a) The perturbations of AP absorption
by another bacterial strain (A) or a competitive molecule for absorption (B). Specifically, one bacterial strain may have different LL37 absorbing kinetics (e.g. faster
absorption rate) that modulate recovery of another strain during AP treatment. In addition, a peptide adjuvant that can compete with LL37 for unintended AP
absorption may increase the antibacterial efficacy of LL37. (b) We evaluate the recovery of the bacterial population under AP treatment using the time when the
population recovers to half of its maximum growth capacity within 14 h. (c,d ) Two strains of E. coli (BP-lux and MG1655) are mixed at different ratios, where the
total CFU of each mixture is kept constant. (c) Dynamic curves show the cross-bacterial strain protection. In the presence of MG1655 (black dashed and grey dashed
lines), the recovery times of BP-lux (which is tracked through luminescence intensity) are shifted to an earlier time than the one with only BP-lux (grey line). Shaded
error bars are s.e.m. from N ¼ 8. (d ) Quantified recovery times from experiment (grey bars) and simulation (dashed line) showing cross-bacterial strain protection
(see electronic supplementary material, method S14, for the model, and electronic supplementary material, table S1, for estimated parameters). Asterisk indicates
significant difference ( p , 0.01), and error bars are s.e.m. from N ¼ 8. See electronic supplementary material, method S18. (e,f ) A peptide adjuvant is added to
the culture of BP-lux during LL37 treatment. (e) Dynamic curves show perturbation by the peptide adjuvant. The recovery is delayed in the presence of the peptide
adjuvant at 13.5 mg ml21 (black dashed line) but accelerated in the presence of the peptide adjuvant at 3.4 mg ml21 (grey dashed line) compared with the one
with only BP-lux (grey line). Shaded error bars are s.e.m. from N ¼ 8. ( f ) Quantified recovery times from experiment (grey bars) and simulation (dashed line) (see
electronic supplementary material, method S14, for the model, and electronic supplementary material, table S1, for estimated parameters). Asterisk indicates sig-
nificant difference ( p , 0.01), and error bars are s.e.m. from N ¼ 8. See electronic supplementary material, method S19. (Online version in colour.)
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classical resistance mechanisms of bacteria, including bac-

terial mutation and proteolytic cleavage of LL37 (figure 1).

Both flow cytometry and single-cell microscopy corroborate

the role of AP absorption, as well as suggest a phenomenolo-

gical model for bacterial population dynamics during

treatment (figures 2 and 3). Facilitated by the mathematical

models, we demonstrate cross-bacterial strain protection of
bacteria against LL37 owing to AP absorption, as well as a

potential peptide adjuvant to tackle the tolerance mechanism

(figure 4). Furthermore, permeabilized bacteria absorb LL37

at both sub-MIC and MIC concentrations. Therefore, for a

broad concentration range of an AP where bacteria are

permeabilized by the AP, our results suggest that the absorp-

tion of LL37 by dead bacteria can decrease the efficacy of the
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AP and generate emergent population dynamics in hetero-

geneous environments.

Furthermore, our findings show that the AP absorption is a

major process that influences bacterial population dynamics

during AP treatment. For example, if the bacterial recovery

(figure 1a) is merely due to the growth of some cells that are

not bound by AP, the recovery time should be independent of

the presence of a second bacterial strain in the population

with a constant initial bacterial density (figure 4). Instead, the

observed cross-bacterial strain protection against LL37 suggests

the critical role of AP absorption in regulating population

dynamics during AP treatment. Moreover, if the binding of

AP to live bacterial membrane is the only factor that controls

population dynamics, the supplementation of the peptide adju-

vant should always accelerate bacterial recovery because of

competitive binding between the peptide adjuvant and LL37

to the bacterial membrane. Instead, we find that the peptide

adjuvant at 13.5 mg ml21 delays the bacterial recovery.

The AP molecules may be absorbed by intracellular con-

tents of permeabilized bacteria that exhibit negative charges,

such as DNA molecules and proteins. We find that the exter-

nally supplemented DNA molecules reduce the efficacy of

LL37 (see electronic supplementary material, method S11

and figure S15). In addition, bacterial cells permeabilized by

the AP remain positive for propidium iodide staining (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S1). Since propidium

iodide is a fluorescent intercalating agent of DNA molecules,

the finding suggests that the intracellular contents can

absorb the AP without leakage to the extracellular environ-

ment. We speculate that some cellular extract may enter the

extracellular environment and sequester the AP molecules.

However, the sequestration by the cellular extract should

have minor contributions to the observed dynamics in this

study for two reasons. First, we do not find complete lysis

of bacterial cells from single cell microscopy under the

tested conditions (figure 2a). Thus, the amount of cellular

extract released should be limited. Second, our models are

trained using flow cytometry results, which do not detect cel-

lular extract. Since the models successfully capture the

emergent population dynamics, the released cellular extract

in the environment should have a limited impact on our

conclusions.

The AP-absorption tolerance mechanism may be generaliz-

able to other bacterial species and APs for a few reasons. First,

the absorption of APs likely relies on generic electrostatic inter-

actions between APs and bacterial components, which are

ubiquitous across bacterial species. However, the kinetics of

events leading to AP absorption likely depends on the compo-

sition of the membranes and cytoplasm that control the

insertion and transport of antimicrobial peptides. Second, bac-

terial permeabilization is a common mechanism of action of a

major class of APs. Upon the initial permeabilization, cationic

APs may diffuse into cells and bind to negatively charged cel-

lular components. Since the electrostatic interaction is not

unique to LL37, other cationic APs are likely to be tolerated

by bacteria through the same absorption mechanism. Indeed,

we may investigate the AP-absorption mechanism using

recovery dynamics similar to those of E. coli under the treat-

ment of indolicidin and bac2A (APs originated and derived

from bovine neutrophils) (electronic supplementary material,

figure S17).

The discovery of a novel collective tolerance mechanism

based on AP absorption by dead bacteria spawns a new
research area with several open questions. From a qualitative

point of view, the intrinsic heterogeneity of bacterial popu-

lations may cause the stochastic bifurcation of cell states

during treatment (e.g. some bacterial cells are permeabilized

faster than others owing to the intrinsic heterogeneity). It is

unclear if any genes or proteins are associated with the

heterogeneous behaviour during AP treatment, which may

be investigated through cell sorting and mRNA profiling.

In addition, we have used a peptide adjuvant to reduce

the AP absorption and improve the efficacy of LL37. APs

may be sequestered by multiple negatively charged bacterial

components including DNA, peptidoglycan [36], lipopoly-

saccharide and f-actin [30]. Designing adjuvant molecules

that compete for AP absorption may provide a new way to

improve AP efficacy. From a quantitative point of view, AP

absorption is a highly dynamic process that has the potential

to generate emergent dynamics. The kinetics of bacterial

death, AP binding and bacterial recovery from bound AP

affect the dynamics of AP absorption, which in turn affect

population dynamics under AP treatment. Our study also

reveals a negative feedback loop between an AP and bac-

teria. Specifically, an AP permeabilizes bacteria and

induces bacterial cell death, but the dead bacterial cells, in

turn, absorb AP and diminish the efficacy of the AP. Differ-

ent from previous studies on collective AP tolerance, the

feedback loop highlights the role of bacterial death on popu-

lation survival during AP treatment, which may suggest a

new direction towards improving AP efficacy by perturbing

the feedback loop. Furthermore, we have shown that even

the same species (E. coli) but different strains (BL21PRO

and MG1655) exhibit different kinetics for AP absorption,

which are sufficient to generate the cross-bacterial strain

protection against LL37. It remains unclear how APs could

dynamically shape the composition of a multi-species/

strains environment under treatment due to AP absorption,

especially when interactions between species/strains

are involved.
4. Material and methods
4.1. Bacterial strains and chemicals (M1)
Escherichia coli BL21PRO strain carrying plasmid that constitu-

tively expresses lux genes (BP-lux) was used for measurement

in a plate reader. Wild-type E. coli BL21PRO (WT-BP) and

E. coli BL21AI constitutively expressing GFP (BA-GFP) were

used for tracking Rh-LL37 dynamics with wide-field microscopy.

E. coli BL21PRO and MG1655 expressing GFP (BP-GFP and

MG-GFP) were used for flow cytometry and SIM. All strains

were maintained as glycerol stocks at 2808C for long-term

storage or on Luria broth (LB) agar plates at 48C for short-term

storage. Bacteria were grown overnight at 378C in LB (VWR)

with no antibiotic (WT-BP), with kanamycin sulfate at

30 mg ml21 (BP-lux), with carbenicillin at 100 mg ml21 (BA-

GFP) or with chloramphenicol at 100 mg ml21 (BP-GFP and

MG-GFP) working concentration before experiments. Two

pre-growth protocols were used before any treatments to

ensure bacteria cells enter the exponential growth phase.

Pre-growth protocol 1: Fresh overnight cultures were diluted

1 : 1000 into the M9 minimal medium (VWR) supplemen-

ted with 0.2% glucose and 0.2% casamino acids without any

antibiotic selection and grown at 378C on a shaker for 2 h.

Pre-growth protocol 2: Fresh overnight cultures were diluted

1 : 1000 into the M9 medium without any antibiotic selection.

The cultures were grown at 378C on a shaker for 3 h. To better
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control bacterial cell density, OD600, luminescence or GFP inten-

sity of the pre-grown cultures was measured, and its CFU ml21

was back-calculated according to calibration curves. The pre-

grown cultures were then diluted with M9 to have approximately

103 CFU ml21 for later experiments. The number of CFU was

also calculated for diluted cultures to check the quality of the

density control.

Unmodified LL37 was purchased from AnaSpec. Rhodamine-

conjugated LL37 (Rh-LL37) was purchased from Rockland. The

APs were reconstituted in nanopore water (Thermo Scientific)

before use and stored at 2208C. Six histidine residues were

fused to the N-terminus of LL37 (see electronic supplementary

material, method S5 and figure S18, for plasmid construction,

and electronic supplementary material, method S6, for peptide

expression and purification). Carbenicillin and chloramphenicol

were purchased from Sigma, and kanamycin sulfate was

purchased from Amresco.

The peptide adjuvant was synthesized from Biomatik accord-

ing to the amino acid sequence obtained from the previous

literature [50]: RVQGRWKVRKSFFK with FITC linked to the

N-terminus. The peptide adjuvant was reconstituted in nanopore

water before use and stored at 2208C.

4.2. Measurement of bacterial growth dynamics using
a plate reader (M2)

BP-lux was grown with pre-growth protocol 1. A 100 ml aliquot

of bacterial culture was added to each well of a black, flat-

bottomed 96-well microplate (Corning Costar). LL37 was

supplemented to the wells at 6.75 or 13.5 mg ml21 working

concentrations (figure 1a). The time series of luminescence was

measured using a Tecan M1000Pro plate reader at 378C with

shaking (orbital, 20 s every min). The parameters for lumines-

cence measurement were automatic attenuation and 1000 ms

integration time.

To test for bacterial mutation (figure 1b), BP-lux was treated

with LL37 at 6.75 mg ml21, and luminescence was tracked in the

plate reader as described above. When a bacterial population

started to recover (approx. 7–8 h after treatment), 50 ml of the

bacterial culture was extracted from the wells and added into

3 ml of LB medium with kanamycin sulfate at 30 mg ml21 work-

ing concentration to start a new overnight culture. The new

overnight culture was then treated with LL37 again following

the same protocol as stated above.

4.3. Mathematical model and parameter estimation
using flow cytometry data (M3)

We constructed a deterministic model using a system of ordinary

differential equations (ODEs) to explore the population dynamics

of single bacterial strain under LL37 treatment (equation (4.1)),

dA
dt
¼ kg � A � 1� A

cap

� �
� k1f � A �

APfree

(K1f þAPfree)

þ k1r � Abind,

dAbind

dt
¼ k1f � A �

APfree

(K1f þAPfree)
� k1r � Abind � k2f � Abind,

dAabsorb

dt
¼ k2f � Abind

and
dAPfree

dt
¼ �kab � Aabsorb �

APfree

(Kab þAPfree)
� r � dAbind

dt
:

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

ð4:1Þ

Here, A represents bacteria that were not affected by LL37

(growing population); Abind represents bacteria that had

LL37 bound to their perimeters (binding population); Aabsorb
represents bacteria that had been permeabilized and were

absorbing free LL37 molecules (absorbing population). APfree is

free LL37 molecules in the medium. The five reaction rate

constants were kg, k1f, k1r, k2f with a unit of [min]21, and kab

with a unit of [mg/ml][min]21[CFU/nl]21. K1f and Kab were

half-maximum constants with a unit of [mg/ml]. r was the pro-

portional coefficient between Abind and bound LL37 molecules

with a unit of [mg/ml][CFU/nl]21. We set r ¼ 0.05, which corre-

sponded to roughly 6.7 � 106 LL37 molecules to one bacterium,

based on the saturation level of the AP PMAP-23 on the bacterial

membrane [33]. K1f was approximated to be 45 mg ml21 (roughly

equal to 10 mM) using the apparent dissociation constant of LL37

on a bio-membrane [51]. The growth rate of A was governed by

kg and had a capacity of cap ¼ 100 (corresponding to approxi-

mately 100-fold changes from the initial density to growth

capacity from figure 1a). kg was estimated to be 0.022 for

BL21PRO or 0.04 for MG1655 so that the culture took approxi-

mately 6–7 h for BL21PRO or approximately 3–4 h

for MG1655 to reach its capacity, which was similar to our

experimental results with pre-growth protocol 2 (electronic

supplementary material, figure S19). Forward and reverse

transitions between A and Abind were represented using

k1f � A � ðAPfree=ðK1f þAPfreeÞÞ and k1r � Abind, respectively.

Permeabilization of Abind was governed by k2f. APfree could be

depleted from medium through either absorption

ðkab � Aabsorb � ðAPfree=ðKab þAPfreeÞÞÞ or binding to bacterial

membrane ðr � ðdAbind=dtÞÞ. The depletion of free LL37 molecules

through binding was directly proportional to Abind. We assume

that the transition from the ‘binding’ to the ‘absorbing’ popu-

lation would release some LL37 molecules from the bacterial

membrane owing to the loss of membrane integrity (a positive

ðk2f � AbindÞ term in ðdAPfree=dtÞ). This assumption does not

affect our conclusions (electronic supplementary material,

figure S24).

To estimate kinetic parameters, we first extracted the ratio of

each subpopulation from the flow cytometry data of BP-GFP and

MG-GFP under Rh-LL37 treatment. Specifically, two thresholds

for rhodamine intensity were set as described for samples col-

lected at different time points. Ratios of Rh2, Rhþ and Rhþþ
to the entire population were recorded and used as experimental

data for parameter estimation. We used Matlab function fmincon
to obtain the first estimation based on our mathematical model

(equation (4.1)) using three replicates of flow cytometry data

(electronic supplementary material, figure S12a). The loss func-

tion for fmincon calculated the summation of the square

difference between simulated and three replicates of experimen-

tal data. Next, parameters were further refined to fit both the

flow cytometry and recovery time measurements (see electronic

supplementary material, table S1, for simulation parameters).

4.4. Statistical test
All statistical tests were performed using at least six replicates.

To compare the means of two groups, a one-tail t-test was used

with p , 0.01. The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated

to estimate the linear correlation between two variables.
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